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Another example of KPZ growth:

Flux front propagation in 
High Tc super conductors



Defects induced faceting
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RSOS (Kim-Kosterlitz) model
– discrete heights on a lattice
– cubic building blocks
– nearest neighbour heights
differ by Δh = Sz

n = 0,±1.
(spin-1 type step variables).

Growth rule: Select at random one of the columns.
Attempt an absorption or desorption event.
Absorb (disorb) a particle with probability p (q) if the
Δh = 0,±1 constraints remain satisfied.

– sloped areas are less active → λ < 0
– the stationary state is skewed even in 1D.



BCSOS (brick laying) growth
- Rectangular building blocks
(brick wall on its side).
– Nearest neighbour heights
differ by onlyΔh = Sz

n = ±1.

Growth rule: Select at random one of the columns. If
this column is the bottom (top) of a local valley (hill
top), a particle adsorbs (disorbs) with probability p (q)
Local slopes are inactive (→ λ < 0).



A. FINITE SIZE CORRECTIONS TO SCALING
AND STATIONARY STATE SKEWNESS

IN 2D KPZ GROWTH

PRE 59, 2633 (1999)



1. Early numerical results for 2D dynamic roughness

Until recently, most numerical studies pretended to be
very accurate, with very small quoted error bars, but the
values of α between models were mutually inconsistent.

For the 2D BCSOS model, they were in the α � 0.38
range while for the 2D Kim-Kosterlitz model α � 0.40.

Indifference to this inconsistency illustrates how much
universality is taken for granted nowadays.

Such a spread would have been a dead blow for the
development of scaling theory during the 1960/70-ties
in the context of equilibrium critical phenomena.

How universal are the KPZ exponents in D > 1?



2. Corrections to scaling

“Thou shall NEVER deduce
the values of critical
exponents from straight line
fits to log-log plots.”

Simple power laws without
corrections to scaling are rare.

W2 ∼ N2α(A + BNyir + · · ·)
with yir < 0 is the norm.

Plot the local slopes of the
log-log plot as function of N .



3. Corrections to scaling exponent for the 2-nd moment

The corrections to scaling
are small in the KK model
but large in BCSOS growth
(farther from fixed point).

RSOS ↑ BCSOS →
Following the Kim Kosterlitz
and Lässig type conjectures
W2 scales with

α2 = 2 × α = 0.80 numerics requires: yir= −0.6 (2)



4. Corrections to scaling exponent for the third moment

The leading corrections to
scaling exponents for the
odd and the even moments
are different.

RSOS ↑ BCSOS →
According to the conjectures
the 3-rd moment scales as
α3 = 3 × α = 1.20

numerics requires: yir= −1.7 (3)



5. Corrections to scaling exponent for the fourth moment

The even moments have the
same leading corrections to
scaling exponent

RSOS ↑ BCSOS →
According to the conjectures
the 4-th moment scales as
α4 = 4 × α = 1.60

numerics requires: yir= −0.6 (2)



6. Identifying the corrections to scaling operators

Lässig conjecture presumes that the KPZ operator alge-
bra contains only a few independent elements, and thus
that the scaling exponents of the higher-order operators
have power counting values.

Our results, yir= −0.6 (2) (even) and yir= −1.7 (3)
(odd) are close to what we could expect:

The curvature operator ∂2h/∂x2 is irrelevant, but not
by much. Power counting suggests yν = −α.

∂2h/∂x2 does not affect odd moments.

A leading candidate for the odd moments corrections to
scaling is (∂2h/∂x2)2, with ysk = −2.



7. Universal KPZ stationary state distribution function

KPZ growth is by probably the best understood system
with driven non-equilibrium critical behaviour.

In 1D, the stationary state remains the trivial Gaussian
distribution (uncorrelated up/down steps).

In 2D the stationary state is a novel non-Gaussian
distribution, which needs still further investigation.

Parisi’s group obtained more accurate MC data, after
our study. They claimed to see deviations from α =
0.4 at the 1% level. Unfortunately they introduced a
systematic error in their FSS analysis by forcing yν =
ysk. The leading corrections to scaling in even and odd
moments are clearly not equal in our analysis.



8. Universal moment amplitude ratio’s in 2D

The amplitude ratio’s Rn = Wn/(W2)
n
2 converge

smoothly to R3 = −0.27(1) and R4 = +3.15(2).

Skewness is negative, R3 < 0.

Maybe R4 = π. (R4 = 3 in Gaussian distributions.)



9. Width distribution functions

P (w2) ∼
1

w2(L)
Φ(

w2

w2(L)
) ; w2

2 =
1

LD

∑

r

(hr−h)2

〈w2〉 = w2(L)
is the ensemble
averaged width;
w2 is the width
in one specific
sample. Φ is the
scaling function

Marinari et al, PRE 65, 026136 (2002)



B. RECONSTRUCTED ROUGH GROWING INTERFACES,
RIDGELINE TRAPPING OF DOMAIN WALLS

PRE 64, 031606 (2001)



1. Surface reconstruction during growth

Question:Do surface reconstruction order-disorder
phase transitions exist in stationary states
of growing surfaces?

– Growing surfaces are always rough (although they
might seem, e.g., to grow layer-by-layer at most exper-
imental length scales for T < TR).

– Reconstructed rough phases, and equilibrium decon-
struction transitions exist while the surface is rough.

Question:Can reconstructed rough order exist in
stationary states of growing surfaces like
they do in equilibrium?



2. Missing row reconstruction in Au and Pt(110)

In equilibrium SC(110) surfaces
the MR reconstruction order
and roughness are topologically
compatible, but not so in MR
FCC(110) facets.

In cases where steps excitations
are topologically compatible with
the Ising type reconstruction order
→ Reconstructed rough phase.

MdN PRB 46, 10386 (1992)



3. 2D RSOS model with negative step energies

The RSOS model contains a RR phase in equilibrium.

Heights at nearest neighbour sites differ by dh = 0,±1

Nearest neighbour interactions E =
∑

〈i,j〉 K(hi−hj)2

In limit K → −∞ the dh = 0 states are frozen out
(BCSOS model)

checkerboard type RR order.

Ising type equilibrium decon-
struction transition inside the
rough phase (MdN 1985)



4. Ising field coupled to KPZ

The AF RSOS model provides a compact way to couple
an Ising field to KPZ.



5. MC results: K < 0 susceptibility

The RR checkerboard type order is characterized by
m = 〈(−1)x+y Sr〉 with Sr = exp(iπhr) = ±1.

The susceptibility peak,
χ = L2(〈m2〉 − 〈|m|〉2)
suggests a transition.
But the peak scales with
system size only as
χ ∼ L2 and keeps moving,

Kpeak(L) � −A ln(L/L0)

A = 0.77(5), L0 = 2.2(2)



6. MC results: quasi-critical reconstruction fluctuations

Power law tails in the time series histogram of the
staggered magnetization suggest critical
fluctuations in the RR order for K < Kpeak(L).

Quasi critical order exists
within a length scale
lrec(K) for every K < 0.

The susceptibility peak
signals the K where
lrec(K) � L.



7. The life cycle of loops; ridge line trapping

Reconstruction domain wall loops (dh = 0 contours)
are nucleated in valley bottoms.
Loops grow, subject to an up-hill bias until they
coincide with a ridge line.

A Loop remains strapped
to the ridge lines until:
→ another loop nucleation
event annihilates it.
→ KPZ fluctuations to
which it is slaved fill-up
the enclosed valley.



8. The nucleation of new loops

Numerically:
τn ∼ exp(−aK) with a = 3.0 ± 0.1
(in BCSOS time units).
Prepare surface in the BCSOS
KPZ stationary state at K 	 Kc;
record the intervals between
macroscopic loop events.

Qualitatively:
Depositions remain indistinguishable
from KPZ growth events until l2c � 6
→ τn ∼ L−2e−4K .



9. The KPZ trapping time scale

Measure the life time of a marked ridge line of
diameter l on the KPZ growing surface.

The valley encompassed
by the ridge line
(it forms the watershed)
vanishes by KPZ growth
at a time scale
τz ∼ lz , with z = 8

5 .

The distribution of life
times scales numerically
with z � 1.7 ± 0.1.



10. 1D Gaussian interface width distribution !?



11. Gaussian fluctuations!?

The life time
distribution
is well fitted
by the width
distribution
of 1D
Gaussian
interfaces



12. The crossover reconstruction length scale

KPZ critical fluctuations show up below a characteristic
length scale lrec, where the nucleation time scale τn ∼
exp(−aK) is larger than the KPZ time scale, τz ∼ Lz .

τz � τn → lrec ∼ exp(
a

z
K)

The susceptibility peak shifts logarithmically,
consistent with τn � τz → Kc = − z

a ln(L/L0).

The amplitude of the shift is numerical about 30% larger
than z/α; the argument ignores, e.g., the self similarity
of the rough surface and its ridge line network. Trapped
loops can jump over adjacent subvalleys by nucleation
events in those subvalleys. Such events renormalize τz .



13. Conclusions

- During surface growth, the stationary states lack true
macroscopic reconstructed rough order.

- Trapping of domain wall loops at ridge lines in the
growing surface (caused by an upwards drift) is the
fundamental mechanism.

- The competition between domain loop nucleation and
ridge line KPZfluctuations sets a temperature dependent
crossover length scale lrec(K).

- Within lrec, the surface appears as reconstructed rough,
with quasi-critical fluctuations
(power law shape diffraction peaks) .


